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Let X be a reflexive Banach space, A: D(A)/X  X the infinitesimal generator
of a compact C0-semigroup S(t): X  X, t0, D a locally closed subset in X and
(t, x) [ f (t, x) a function on [a, b)_D which is locally integrably bounded,
measurable with respect to t and continuous with respect to x. The main result of
the paper is:
Theorem. Under the general assumptions above a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion in order that for each ({, !) # [a, b)_D there exists at least one mild solution
u: [{, T]  D of
du
dt
(t)=Au(t)+ f (t, u(t))
satisfying u({)=! is the tangency condition below:
There is a negligible subset Z of [a, b) such that for each t # [a, b)"Z and each
x # D,
lim inf
h a 0
1
h
d(S(h) x+hf (t, x), D)=0.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to prove a necessary and sufficient condition in
order that a given subset of a Banach space X be a viable domain for a
semilinear nonautonomous differential equation. Namely, let X be a
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Banach space, A: D(A)/X  X the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -semi-
group S(t): X  X, t0, D a nonempty subset in X and f: [a, b)_D  X
a function. We consider the semilinear differential equation
du
dt
(t)=Au(t)+ f (t, u(t)) t # [a, b) (DE )
and we are interested in finding necessary and sufficient conditions in order
that D be a viable domain for (DE).
Definition 1.1. We say that D is a viable domain for (DE ) if for each
({, !) # [a, b)_D there exists at least one mild solution u: [{, T]  D,
T<b, of (DE ) satisfying the initial condition
u({)=!. (IC)
We recall that the function u: [{, T]  D is a mild solution of (DE ) and
(IC) if it renders the function f ( } , u( } )) integrable on [{, T] and satisfies
u(t)=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) f (s, u(s))) ds
for t # [0, T].
The viability problem has been studied by many authors by using
various frameworks and techniques. In this respect it should be noted the
pioneering work of Nagumo [17] who considered the finite dimensional
case, A=0 and f continuous. In this context he showed that a necessary
and sufficient condition in order that D be a viable domain for (DE ) is the
following tangency condition,
lim inf
h a 0
1
h
d(x+hf (t, x), D)=0, (1)
for each (t, x) # [a, b)_D. It is interesting to note that Nagumo’s result (or
some variants of it) has been rediscovered several times in the seventies
among others by Brezis [3], Crandall [10], Hartman [13] and Martin
[16].
Concerning the Carathe odory case, again when X is finite dimensional
and A=0, we recall the work of Ursescu [24] where it is proved that a
necessary and sufficient condition for viability is the tangency condition
(1), satisfied for each (t, x) # ([a, b)"Z )_D where Z is a negligible set.
In the infinite dimensional setting we have to recall the results of Martin
[16] and Pavel [18]. We emphasize Pavel’s main contribution who, to our
knowledge, was the first who formulated the corresponding tangency
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condition applying to the semilinear case by means of the generated
C0 -semigroup, in such a way to work also for points x that do not belong
to the domain of A. More precisely, Pavel [18] shows that, whenever A
generates a compact C0 -semigroup and f is continuous on [a, b)_D,
where D is locally closed in X, a sufficient condition for viability is
lim
h a 0
1
h
d(S(h) x+hf (t, x), D)=0
for each (t, x) # [a, b)_D.
As far as we know, the true semilinear and Carathe odory case, i.e. A
unbounded and f measurable in t and continuous in x has been considered
here for the first time.
In the present paper we assume that D is locally closed in the sense that
for each x # D there exists r>0 such that D & B(x, r) is closed in X, where,
as usual, B(x, r) denotes the closed ball with center x and radius r.
We also characterize admissibility of a preorder with respect to the dif-
ferential equation (DE ) through a tangency condition. To do this, we
adopt the approach in Ca^rja$ and Ursescu [6], where, in the finite dimen-
sional setting, admissibility of preorders is described in terms of viability of
sets. That approach has been extended recently to the infinite dimensional
case by Chis -S ter [9] when the perturbation is continuous. Usually, the
authors get admissibility of preorders reconstructing, and thus increasing in
amount, the proofs of viability of sets. See, e.g., [12], [15].
At the end of this section we recall that a very interesting application of
viability results is the study of HamiltonJacobiBellman equations from
the point of view of contingent solutions. See, e.g., [11] for the finite
dimensional case. Our main result here is applied in [5] for the study of
contingent solutions to the Bellman equation associated with an infinite
dimensional time optimal control problem. It is interesting to note that
viability results for the Carathe odory case can provide flow-invariance
results for certain differential inclusions. We also refer to [11] and [5] for
details. Recall that a set SD is said to be flow-invariant with respect to
the differential equation (DE ) if every solution of (DE ) starting from S
remains in S as long as it exists in the future [19].
2. PRELIMINARIES AND MAIN RESULT
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and results
concerning C0 -semigroups and semilinear differential equations and we
refer to Pazy [20] and Vrabie [25] for details.
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We introduce first the tangency concept we are going to use in the
sequel.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a Banach space, D a nonempty subset in X
and let A: D(A)/X  X be the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup
S(t) : X  X, t0. We say that y # X is A-tangent to D at x # D if for each
$>0 and each neighbourhood V of 0 there exist h # (0, $) and p # V such
that
S(h) x+h( y+ p) # D.
The set of all A-tangent elements to D at x # D is denoted by TAD(x).
Remark 2.1. It should be noticed that whenever A=0, TAD(x) is noth-
ing else than the tangent cone at x # D in the sense of Bouligand [2] and
Severi [22]. Moreover, if A{0, TAD is the tangency concept used by Shi
Shouzhong [23] who considered the case when the perturbation is a multi-
function not depending on t. It is easy to see that
TAD(x)={ y # X; lim infh a 0
1
h
d(S(h) x+hy, D)=0= . (2)
Further, this concept can be defined equivalently by means of sequences.
Namely, y # X is A-tangent to D at x # D if and only if there exist a
sequence (tn) decreasing to 0 and a sequence ( pn) convergent to 0 such that
S(tn) x+tn( y+ pn) # D
for each n # N.
Definition 2.2. A function , : D  X is said to be A-tangent to the set
D if ,(x) is A-tangent to D at x for every x # D.
We are ready to state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, D a locally closed sub-
set in X, A: D(A)/X  X the infinitesimal generator of a compact C0 -semi-
group S(t) : X  X, t0, and f : [a, b)_D  X a function which satisfies the
following three conditions:
(C1) for every x # D, the function f ( } , x) is measurable on [a, b);
(C2) for almost every t # [a, b), the function f (t, } ) is continuous on D;
(C3) for every r>0 there exists a locally integrable function
+r : [a, b)  R such that & f (t, x)&+r (t) for almost every t # [a, b) and for
every x # D with &x&r.
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Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(D) the set D is viable for (DE );
(E) for almost every t # [a, b), the function f (t, } ) is A-tangent to D,
i.e., f (t, x) # TAD(x) for every x # D.
Concerning the existence of saturated, i.e. noncontinuable mild solutions
of (DE) and (IC), using a standard argument based on the Zorn Theorem
or on the Bre zisBrowder result presented below, we deduce:
Theorem 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, a necessary and suf-
ficient condition in order that for each ! # D there exists at least one saturated
mild solution of (DE ) satisfying (IC) is the tangency condition (E).
In order to prove our theorem we need a rather technical but useful
characterization of the tangency condition (E). To this end we need
Theorem 2.3. Assume that D is a nonempty subset of a separable
Banach space X, S(t) is a C0 -semigroup on X and f : [a, b)_D  X is a
function which satisfies the conditions (C1), (C2), (C3) of Theorem 2.1.
Then there exists a negligible subset Z of [a, b) such that, for every
t # [a, b)"Z one has
lim
h a 0
1
h |
t+h
t
S(t+h&s) f (s, y(s)) ds= f (t, y(t)) (3)
for all continuous functions y : [a, b)  D.
This is a theorem of Lebesgue derivation type. In order to prove it we
shall use the following Scorza Dragoni property, which is nothing but a
special case of [1], [14]. We denote by * the Lebesgue measure on R and
by L, Lebesgue measurable sets.
Theorem 2.4. Let X, Y be separable metric spaces and I=[a, b) or
I # L([a, b)). Let f: I_X  Y be a function such that f ( } , x) is measurable
for every x # X and f (t, } ) is continuous for almost every t # I. Then, for each
=>0, there exists a compact set K/I such that *(I"K )<= and the restric-
tion of f to K_X is continuous.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We use arguments similar to [11, p. 277]. For
each #>0, we shall obtain a set L# /[a, b) such that (3) holds for all
t # L# . Finally, since *([a, b)"L#)<#, it will suffice to consider Z=
n ([a, b)"L1n).
Let #>0. We can apply Theorem 2.4 to the separable metric spaces D
and X, to I :=[a, b)"N where *(N )=0 and f (t, } ) is continuous on D for
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all t # I. It follows that there exists a compact set A# /I such that
*(I"A#)<#, hence *([a, b)"A#)<#, and the restriction of f to A#_D is a
continuous map.
We define L# /A# as the set of density points of A# which are also
Lebesgue points of all the functions
t [ +(t) :=+n(t) /[a, b)"A# (t), n1.
It is known that *(L#)=*(A#) and, by definition, for t # L# we have
lim
t # J; *(J )  0
*(A# & J )
*(J )
=1, lim
t # J; *(J )  0
1
*(J ) |J |+(s)&+(t)| ds=0, (4)
where J denotes intervals of positive length.
Let t # L# . Consider a continuous function y : [a, b)  D and denote
x= y(t). Then there is n1 such that &y(%)&<n for all % # [t, t+$] where
$>0 is sufficiently small. Let ’>0 be arbitrary. Since the function
(s, y) [ S(s) y is continuous from [0, )_X to X, we can further assume
that, for all u # [0, $] and all % # A# & [t, t+$],
&S(u) f (%, y(%))& f (t, x)&
’
3
.
Then, for s # (0, $] and all % # [t, t+s] & A# we have
&S(t+s&%) f (%, y(%))& f (t, x)&
’
3
. (5)
By taking a smaller $, if necessary, in view of (4) with +(t)=0, we can
also ensure that
Me|s
s |[t, t+s]"A# +n(%) d%
’
3
, (6)
for every s # (0, $), where M1, |0 are such that &S(s)&Me|s for all
s0, and also
*([t, t+s]"A#)
s
& f (t, x)&
’
3
(7)
for every s # (0, $).
Then, by (5), for s # (0, $) we have
1
s |[t, t+s] & A# &S(t+s&%) f (%, y(%))& f (t, x)& d%
’
3
*([t, t+s] & A#)
s

’
3
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while by (6) and (7) we have
1
s |[t, t+s]"A# &S(t+s&%) f (%, y(%))& f (t, x)& d%

1
s |[t, t+s]"A# (Me
|(t+s&%)+n(%)+& f (t, x)&) d%

Me|s
s |[t, t+s]"A# +n(%) d%+
*([t, t+s]"A#)
s
& f (t, x)&2
’
3
.
Finally, we have
"1s |
t+s
t
S(t+s&%) f (%, y(%)) d%& f (t, x)"’
for all s # (0, $) and this completes the proof. K
Corollary 2.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, the tangency
condition (E) is equivalent to the condition (F) below:
(F) There is a negligible subset Z of [a, b) such that for every
t # [a, b)"Z and for every x # D there are sequences (hn) decreasing to 0 and
( pn) convergent to 0 such that
S(hn) x+|
t+hn
t
S(t+hn&s) f (s, x) ds+hnpn # D.
As we shall see below, Theorem 2.3 is a main tool in the proof of
Theorem 2.1. The hypothesis that X is separable always holds true in the
context of Theorem 2.1. The following proposition, probably known, has
been communicated to us by I. I. Vrabie.
Proposition 2.1. If [S(t); t0] is a compact C0 -semigroup on X then
X is separable.
Proof. Let (tn)n # N* be a decreasing sequence to 0. Since S(tn) B(0, n) is
relatively compact, for each n # N* there exists a finite family of points Dn
in B(0, n) such that for every x # B(0, n) there exists xn # Dn with
&S(tn) x&S(tn) xn&tn .
Let x # X and =>0. Then, there exists n # N* such that tn=, &x&<n and
&S(tn) x&x&=. Taking xn # Dn with the above property, we deduce
&x&S(tn) xn &&x&S(tn) x&+&S(tn) x&S(tn) xn&2=.
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This shows that the set D=n S(tn) Dn is dense in X and this completes
the proof. K
We end this section by recalling a general principle on ordered sets due
to Bre zis and Browder [4]. It will be used in the next sections in order to
obtain some ‘‘maximal’’ elements in an ordered set. Existence of maximal
elements is usually derived by using the so-called Zorn Theorem, an order-
ing principle which is equivalent to the axiom of choice. The Bre zis
Browder result is an ordering principle which is based on the weaker axiom
of dependent choices [21, p. 115]. See also [6] for other applications.
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a nonempty set,  a preorder on X and
S : X  R _ [+] an increasing function. Suppose that each increasing
sequence in X is majorated in X. Then, for each x0 # X there exists x # X
with x0x such that x x implies S(x )=S(x).
Note that, in the paper by Bre zis and Browder, the function S is sup-
posed to be finite and bounded from above, but, as remarked in [6], this
restriction can be easily removed by replacing the function S by the func-
tion x [ arc tan(S(x)).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
Proof of the necessity. Let Z be given by Theorem 2.3, let { # [a, b)"Z,
let ! # D, choose a solution u to (DE ) and (IC), which is defined on a
subinterval [{, T] of [a, b) and finally choose a continuous function
z : [a, b)  D which coincides with u on [{, T]. So, we have
u(t)=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) f (s, u(s)) ds
for t # [{, T] and thus we have
S(h) !+|
{+h
{
S({+h&s) f (s, z(s)) ds # D
for h # [0, T&{]. Since
S(h) !+h \ f ({, !)+1h |
{+h
{
S({+h&s) f (s, z(s)) ds& f ({, !)+ # D
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and since by Theorem 2.3,
lim
h a 0
1
h |
{+h
{
S({+h&s) f (s, z(s)) ds= f ({, !),
we get that the function f ({, } ) is tangent to D and therefore the condition
(E) follows. K
Remark 3.1. The above proof shows that the stronger tangency condi-
tion obtained from (E) with lim instead of lim inf in (2) is also necessary
for viability of D with respect to (DE ).
The proof of the sufficiency consists in showing that the tangency condi-
tion (E) along with a Bre zisBrowder result, Theorem 2.5 above, imply
that for each ({, !) # [a, b)_D there exists at least one sequence of
‘‘approximate solutions’’ of (DE ), defined on the same interval, un :
[{, T]  X, satisfying (IC) for each n # N* and such that (un) converges
in some sense to a mild solution of (DE ) satisfying (IC).
The next lemma represents an existence result concerning ‘‘approximate
solutions’’ of (DE) satisfying (IC). It is closely related to Lemma 4.1 in
[7].
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a real Banach space, D a nonempty, locally closed
subset in X, f : [a, b)_D  X a function which satisfies the conditions (C1),
(C2) and (C3), A : D(A)/X  X the infinitesimal generator of a C0 -semi-
group S(t) : X  X, t0. Assume further that f satisfies the tangency condi-
tion (E). Then for each ({, !) # [a, b)_D there exist r>0, t0 # [a, b)"Z and
T # [{, b) such that D & B(!, r) is closed and for each n # N* and for each
open set L of R with Z/L and *(L)< 1n (* is the Lebesgue measure), there
exist a family of nonempty and pairwise disjoint intervals FT=[[ci , di); i # I],
with I finite or countable, and five measurable functions h : [{, T]  X,
g : [{, T]  X, : : [{, T]  [{, T], ; : [(t, s); {s<tT ]  [{, T] and
u : [{, T]  X satisfying
(i) i # I [ci , d i)=[{, T);
(ii) if ci # L then [ci , di)/L;
(iii) s& 1n:(s)s, u(:(s)) # D & B(!, r), h(s)= f (s, u(:(s))) a.e. for
s # [ci , di) with ci  L, while h(s)= f (t0 , u(:(s))) a.e. for s # [c i , d i) with
ci # L;
(iv) u(T ) # D & B(!, r);
(v) &g(s)& 1n a.e. for s # [{, T], ;(t, s)t&{ for {s<tT and
t [ ;(t, s) is nonexpansive on (s, T];
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(vi) u(t)=S(t&{) !+t{ S(t&s) h(s) ds+
t
{ S(;(t, s)) g(s) ds for each
t # [{, T].
Proof. Let ({, !) # [a, b)_D be arbitrary and choose r>0 such that
D & B(!, r) is closed. Choose a locally integrable function m( } ) such that
& f (t, x)&m(t) for almost every t # [a, b) and for every x # D & B(!, r), fix
t0  Z, consider T # [{, b) such that
sup
{tT
&S(t&{) !&!&+Me|(T&{)(K+T&{)r, (8)
where K=max[(T&{) m(t0), T{ m(s) ds], M>0 and |0 are such that
&S(t)&Me|t
for each t0. For n # N* take an open set L of R with Z/L and *(L)< 1n .
We start by showing how to define the functions h, g, :, ; and u on a suf-
ficiently small interval [{, {+$] and then we will show how to extend them
to the whole interval [{, T].
Case 1. In case { # L, since f (t0 , !) is A-tangent to D at ! and since
lim
h a 0
1
h |
{+h
{
S({+h&s) f (t0 , !) ds= f (t0 , !),
it is easy to see that there exist $ # (0, 1n) and p # X with &p& 1n such that
[{, {+$)/L and such that
S($) !+|
{+$
{
S({+$&s) f (t0 , !) ds+$p # D.
Let us define u : [{, {+$]  X as
u(t)=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) f (t0 , !) ds+(t&{) p.
Case 2. In case {  L, we have {  Z and in view of Corollary 2.1 there
exist $ # (0, 1n) and p # X with &p&
1
n such that
S($) !+|
{+$
{
S({+$&s) f (s, !) ds+$p # D.
In this case we define u : [{, {+$]  X as
u(t)=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) f (s, !) ds+(t&{) p.
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Setting h(s)= f (t0 , !) in case { # L and h(s)= f (s, !) in case {  L,
g(s)= p, :(s)={ for s # [{, {+$] and ;(t, s)=0 for {s<t{+$, we can
easily see that the family F$=[[{, {+$)] and the functions (h, g, :, ;, u)
satisfy (i)(vi) with T substituted by {+$.
Next, we show that there exists at least one 6-tuple (FT , h, g, :, ;, u)
satisfying (i)(vi). To this aim we shall use Theorem 2.5 as follows. Let U be
the set of all 6-tuples (F+ , h, g, :, ;, u) with +T and satisfying (i)(vi) on
[{, +]. This set is clearly nonempty as we proved above. On U we introduce
a partial order as follows. We say that
(F+1 , h1 , g1 , :1 , ;1 , u1)(F+2 , h2 , g2 , :2 , ;2 , u2),
where F+k=[[c
k
i , d
k
i ); i # Ik] and k=1, 2, if
v +1+2
v for each i1 # I1 there exists i2 # I2 such that c1i1=c
2
i2 and b
1
i1=b
2
i2
v h1(s)=h2(s), g1(s)= g2(s), :1(s)=:2(s) a.e. for s # [{, +1] and
;1(t, s)=;2(t, s) for {s<t+1 .
Let us define the function S : U  R by
S((F+ , h, g, :, ;, u))=+.
It is clear that S( } ) is increasing on U. Take now an increasing sequence
((F+j , hj , gj , :j , ;j , u j)) j # N
in U and we show that it is majorated in U. We define a majorant as follows.
First, set
+* :=sup[+j ; j # N].
If +*=+j for some j # N, (F+j , hj , gj , :j , ; j , uj) is clearly a majorant. If
+j<+* for each j # N, observe first that any two intervals in the family
.
j # N
[[c ji , d
j
i); i # I j]
are disjoint and so this family is countable and can be written in the form
F+*=[[ci , di); i # N]. We define
h(s)=hj (s), g(s)= gj (s), :(s)=: j (s)
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for j # N and a.e. for s # [{, +j] and
;(t, s)={;j (t, s)lim j ; j (+ j , s)
if {s<t+ j<+*
if {s<+j<t=+*.
We point out that the limit above does exist because ;j ( } , s) is nonexpansive
for every j.
Now let us observe that (F+* , h, g, :, ;, u), where h, g, : and ; are defined
as above while u is given by (vi), satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (v). Moreover,
since for each s # [{, +*), t [ ;(t, s) is continuous on (s, +*], a simple argu-
ment involving (vi) and Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem shows
that u is continuous on [{, +*]. Consequently there exists
lim
j
uj (+j)=u*=u(+*) (9)
strongly in X. Then, since by (iv), uj (+j) # D & B(!, r) for each j # N and
D & B(!, r) is closed in X, by (9), we easily conclude that (F+* , h, g, :, ;, u)
satisfies (iv) too. In addition
(F+j , hj , gj , :j , ;j , uj)(F+* , h, g, :, ;, u)
for each j # N and thus the sequence ((F+j , hj , gj , :j , ;j , uj)) j # N is majorated
in U. Therefore the set U endowed with the partial order  and the function
S( } ) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 and consequently there exists at
least one element (F& , h, g, :, ;, u) in U such that, if (F& , h, g, :, ;, u)
(F? , h, g, :, ;, u) then &=?.
Let us show that &=T. To this aim let us assume by contradiction that
&<T and let !& :=u(&) which belongs to D & B(!, r). From (i)(vi) and (8)
we get
&!&&!&<r (10)
since
&!&&!&&S(&&{) !&!&+|
&
{
&S(&&s) h(s)& ds+|
&
{
&S(;(&, s)) g(s)& ds
 sup
{t&
&S(t&{) !&!&+Me|(&&{)(K+&&{)<r.
There are two possibilities: either & # L or not.
If & # L we act as in Case 1 above with & instead of { and with !& instead
of !. So from the tangency condition (E) combined with (10) we infer that
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there exist $& # (0, 1n] with &+$&T, [&, &+$&)/L and p& # X satisfying
&p&& 1n , such that
S($&) !&+|
&+$&
&
S(&+$&&s) f (t0 , !&) ds+$& p& # D & B(!, r). (11)
If &  L we act as in Case 2 above with & instead of { and with !& instead
of !. So from Corollary 2.1 combined with (10) we infer that there exist
$& # (0, 1n] with &+$&T and p& # X satisfying &p&&
1
n , such that
S($&) !&+|
&+$&
&
S(&+$&&s) f (s, !&) ds+$&p& # D & B(!, r). (12)
We define h , g~ , :~ and ; on [{, &+$&] as follows:
g~ (t)={g(t)p&
if t # [{, &]
if t # (&, &+$&],
:~ (t)={:(t)&
if t # [{, &]
if t # (&, &+$&],
;(t, s) if {s<t&
; (t, s)={t&&+;(&, s) if {s<&<t&+$&0 if &s<t&+$& ,
h (t)={h(t)f (t0 , !&)
if t # [{, &]
if t # (&, &+$&]
in case & # L,
h (t)={h(t)f (t, !&)
if t # [{, &]
if t # (&, &+$&]
in case &  L, and
u~ (t)=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) h (s) ds+|
t
{
S(; (t, s)) g~ (s) ds (13)
for t # [{, &+$&].
Let us consider
F&+$& :=F& _ [[&, &+$&)].
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To get a contradiction it suffices to show that (F&+$& , h , g~ , :~ , ; , u~ ) # U.
Clearly it satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi). To show (iv), let us observe first
that, by (13) and the definition of ; we have
u~ (t)=S(t&&) !&+|
t
&
S(t&s) h (s) ds+(t&&) p&
for t # [&, &+$&] and therefore, by (11) and (12), u~ (&+$&) # D. Further-
more, from (13), (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (8), we get
&u~ (t)&!&&S(t&{) !&!&+|
t
{
&S(t&s) h (s)& ds+|
t
{
&S(; (t, s)) g~ (s)& ds
 sup
{tT
&S(t&{) !&!&+Me|(T&{)(K+T&{)r
for each t # [{, &+$&] and therefore u~ (&+$&) # B(!, r). Hence (iv) is also
satisfied and consequently (F&+$& , h , g~ , :~ , ; , u~ ) # U. Clearly
(F& , h, g, :, ;, u)(F&+$& , h , g~ , :~ , ; , u~ )
and
S(F& , h, g, :, ;, u){S(F&+$& , h , g~ , :~ , ; , u~ ).
This contradiction can be eliminated only if &=T and this completes the
proof of Lemma 3.1. K
Definition 3.1. Let ({, !) # [a, b)_D, n # N* and the set L as in
Lemma 3.1. A 6-tuple (FT , h, g, :, ;, u) satisfying (i)(vi) is called an
n-approximate solution of (DE ) and (IC).
We are now prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of the sufficiency. Let (Ln) be a decreasing sequence of open subsets
of R such that Z/Ln and *(Ln)< 1n for every n # N*. Take L :=n1 Ln and
a sequence of n-approximate solutions (FnT , hn , gn , :n , ;n , un) of (DE) and
(IC).
Now, by (vi) we may write
un(t)&|
t
{
S(;n(t, s)) gn(s) ds=S(t&{) !+|
t
{
S(t&s) hn(s) ds (14)
for each n # N* and t # [{, T]. From (iii) and condition (C3) we know that
[hn ; n # N*] is a uniformly integrable subset in L1([{, T]; X ). Since the
semigroup S(t) : X  X, t0, is compact, by a compactness result of Baras
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(see [25, Theorem 2.3.3, p. 47]), it follows that, there exists u # C([0, T]; X )
such that, at least on a subsequence, we have
lim
n
(un(t)&|
t
{
S(;n(t, s)) gn(s) ds)=u(t)
uniformly for t # [{, T]. On the other hand, by (v), we have
lim
n |
t
{
S(;n(t, s)) gn(s) ds=0
uniformly for t # [{, T] and hence limn un(t)=u(t) uniformly for t # [{, T].
Taking into account that, by (iii),
lim
n
:n(t)=t
uniformly for t # [{, T], it readily follows that
lim
n
un(:n(t))=u(t)
uniformly for t # [{, T] and thus, by (iv), u(t) # D & B(!, r) for each
t # [{, T].
Let us observe now that for s  L we have s  Ln for n sufficiently large,
hence, by (ii) and (iii) we have hn(s)= f (s, un(:n(s))) for n sufficiently large.
Therefore, by condition (C2) we get
lim
n
hn(s)= f (s, u(s))
for almost every s # [{, T]. Applying again the Lebesgue Dominated Con-
vergence Theorem and passing to the limit both sides in (14) for n   we
deduce that u is a mild solution of (DE ) and (IC) and this completes the
proof of Theorem 2.1. K
Remark 3.2. If D is locally compact, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 also
holds with no compactness assumption on the semigroup generated by A.
The only difference from the preceeding proof appears when trying to pass
to the limit. In this case, as in [8], we show that the set
[un(t); n # N, t # [{, T]]
is relatively compact and then we apply [25, Theorem 2.3.1] to deduce that
[un( } ); n # N] is relatively compact in C([{, T]; X ).
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4. ADMISSIBILITY OF PREORDERS
Let M be a nonempty subset of D.
Definition 4.1. The set M is admissible with respect to (DE ) if for each
({, !) # [a, b)_M there exists at least one mild solution u : [{, T]  M,
T<b, of (DE) and (IC).
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the differential equation
du
dt
(t)=Au(t)+ fM (t, u(t)),
where fM stands for the restriction of f to [a, b)_M, we get
Theorem 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Assume further that
M is a closed subset of D. Then M is admissible with respect to (DE ) if and
only if for almost every t # [a, b), f (t, x) # TAM (x) for every x # M.
We also have
Corollary 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, a necessary and
sufficient condition in order that for each ! # M there exists at least one
saturated mild solution u : [{, T)  M, Tb, of (DE) satisfying (IC) is the
tangency condition (E).
Now, let  be a preorder on M, i.e., a reflexive and transitive binary rela-
tion on M. It is convenient to identify the preorder  on M with the multi-
function P : M  2M defined by
P(x)=[ y # M; x y]
for all x # M. In the sequel we characterize admissibility of the preorder P
with respect to the differential inclusion (DE ).
Definition 4.2. The preorder P : M  2M is admissible with respect to
(DE ) if for every ({, !) # [a, b)_M there exists a mild solution
u : [{, T]  M to (DE) and (IC) such that for every s # [{, T] and for
every t # [s, T], u(t) # P(u(s)).
Theorem 4.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Assume further that
M is closed in D and the graph of P is closed in D_D. Then a necessary and
sufficient condition in order that P be admissible with respect to (DE ) is the
tangency condition below.
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(G) There is a negligible subset Z of [a, b) such that for each
t # [a, b)"Z and each x # M, f (t, x) # TAP(x) (x).
Proof. The proof of the necessity follows the same lines as that of the
necessity of Theorem 2.1. At this stage we use the fact that the admissibility
of P implies the admissibility of P(x) for each x # M. As a matter of fact, the
converse is also true as Proposition 4.1 below shows and this ends the proof
of the sufficiency. Indeed, since P( y)P(x) for all x # M and for all y # P(x),
it follows that TAP( y) ( y)T
A
P(x) ( y) for all x # M and for all y # P(x) and
thus, assuming condition (G) we get that, for every x # M, P(x) satisfies the
tangency condition in Theorem 4.1. Therefore, P(x) is admissible with
respect to (DE) for every x # M and Proposition 4.1 applies to deduce that
P is admissible with respect to (DE). K
Proposition 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. The preorder P
is admissible with respect to the differential equation (DE ) if and only if, for
every x # M, the set P(x) is admissible with respect to the differential
equation (DE ).
Proof. Clearly, if P is admissible with respect to (DE), then P(x) is
admissible with respect to (DE) for all x # M. To show the converse, let P(x)
be admissible with respect to (DE ) for all x # M and let ! # M and { # [a, b).
We shall show that there exists a solution u : [{, T]  M to (DE ), with
u({)=!, such that u([s, T])P(u(s)) for all s # [{, T]. To do this we
proceed with several steps.
In the first step we note that, reasoning as in [7, Lemma 3.1], one can
show that there exists _ # ({, b) such that for every saturated solution
u : [{, T )  M to (DE ) with u({)=! we have _<T. According to Corollary
4.1, there exists a solution u : [{, T )  M to (DE) with u({)=! and
u([{, _])P(!).
In the second step we observe that, for every solution v : [{, _]  M to
(DE ), with v({)=! and v([{, _])P(!), and for every & # [{, _), there exists
a solution w : [{, _]  M to (DE ) such that w equals v on [{, &] and
w([&, _])P(w(&)).
In the third step we observe that, according to the first two steps, for every
nonempty and finite subset S of [{, _], with { # S, there exists a solution
u : [{, _]  M to (DE ) and (IC) with u([s, _])P(u(s)) for all s # S.
In the fourth step we consider a sequence (Sn)n # N of nonempty finite sub-
sets of [{, _] such that: { # Sn and Sn Sn+1 for all n # N; the set
S=n # N Sn is dense in [{, _]. For example we can take
Sn=[{+(i2n)(_&{); i # [0, 1, ..., 2n]].
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Further we apply the third step to get a sequence of solutions
(un : [{, _]  M )n # N to (DE ) and (IC) such that un([s, _])P(un(s)) for
all s # Sn and for all n # N. Applying again the compactness result of Baras
(see [25, Theorem 2.3.3, p. 47]), we can suppose, taking a subsequence if
necessary, that the sequence (un)n # N converges uniformly on [{, _] to a
solution u # C([{, _]; X ) to (DE ). Clearly u({)=!.
In the fifth step we show that u([s, _])P(u(s)) for all s # S & [{, _].
Indeed, given s as above, there exists n # N such that s # Sn . Then s # Sm and
um([s, _])P(um(s)) for all m # N with nm. Further, closedness of the
graph of P in D_D implies that u([s, _])P(u(s)).
In the sixth, final step, we derive the preceding relation for all s # [{, _]
since S & [{, _] is dense in [{, _], since u is continuous on [{, _] and since
the graph of P is closed in D_D. K
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